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ritten in 2017 for acoustic guitar and electronics From Scratch reflects several years 

of my research upon the classical guitar sound’s possibilities. The sonorities used 

came out from exploring the instrument in different musical contexts and languages 

as free improvisation, jazz, Brazilian popular music and classical concert music1. From Scratch’s main 

proposal is to integrate the vast sound range obtained by exploring traditional technics, extended 

technics, live processing and fixed media resources.  

Structurally, the piece has three layers of materials that are constantly changing the interrelation 

they undertake. They are: (1) the acoustic sounds; (2) the fixed electroacoustic sounds; (3) the live 

electronics manipulations. The main challenge underlying the composition was to create an organic 

discourse even taking up a wide sort of guitar sonorities and electronic sounds.   

The creation processes has been carried out in collaboration with the guitar player Dan Lippel, 

to whom the piece is dedicated, and has consisted of: (1) meetings to test and discuss extended 

technique possibilities; (2) a studio session at Dolan Studio in which several extended techniques 

sonorities have been recorded; (3) two meetings to test the notational system and the live electronics 

processing (4) rehearsal meetings; (5) live performance in a solo concert; (5) Recording of the piece at 

Oktaven Studio. 

 

1. Acoustic Music Materials 

 

Above and beyond using the traditional acoustic guitar sonorities, the idea of using different 

objects to pluck the guitar has been central in the composition process. After several tests, the 

following objects – with its related sound possibilities – have been chosen: (1) a small ruler allowing 

the player to create a wide sort of scratching sounds; (2) two knitting needles interleaved in the guitar 

strings; (3) guitar slide used to scratch the guitar scale. In addition to these objects, the piece makes 

use of extended techniques produced without external objects like: (1) percussive sounds obtained 

by hitting on the instrument’s body, on the scale and on the strings; (2) nails scratching the strings; 

(3) muffed pizzicatos.  

 

 
1 The piece extends the research initiated with In Harmonica, a composition written for acoustic guitar and electronics 

in 2008 for the guitar player Daniel Murray. 
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2. Electroacoustic Music Materials 

 

The electroacoustic sounds are entirely derived from digital manipulations of the material 

recorded during the studio session. The resulting sonorities go from sounds bearing non-recognizable 

relations with acoustic guitar sonorities to natural acoustic guitar sonorities. These sounds have been 

used to: (1) create non-hierarchical dialogues with the player; (2) create soundscapes over which the 

acoustic guitar would blend, imitate or contrast; (3) offer new sound morphologies inspiring new 

instrumental gestures and new acoustic sound qualities. 

Regarding the electroacoustic sonorities, we have decided to couple the traditional guitar 

sounds to the live electronics processing and to leave the sonorities coming from the extended 

technics without live processing. The reasons to reserve the live manipulations to be used with the 

traditional acoustic guitar techniques is firstly to give a particular sonic environment for each playing 

technic and secondly to create a sense of balance between the materials. Therefore, as far the sonority 

comes from the traditional sound repertoire, as more the live manipulations extend it.  

 

* * * 
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